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Dting tbe last three demdes the “working mothe< has become the nom rather tha

a rtity. Today, rather fim dropping out of the labor force for a pefiod of years after

tidbfi, mmy women spend only a few wesks away fmm the workplme. This shotir time

away from the work-place has allowed employers ad employees to -age for fomal or

Mormd leave in which women re~ain employed, but tie leave ofa few weeks. For some

women this leave is paid, for others it is unpsi& For some women such leave is not m option

or not chosen; they either quit their jobs or mtum to their jobs less thm a week *r

c~dbirth. For some women, such Teave lasts only a few weeks; for others a few months.

Rlatively little is know about the distribution of work leave md non-emplo~ent during

the weeks immediately preceding md folloting the bitih of a child.

Part of the problem has been one of dati availability. Most ati&d labor supply

smeys do not racoti age of the yomgest child ti months nor mllect complete labor market

histiries. ~ wception is the National Lon~tudinal Svey-Youth (NLS-W. Unlike other

&&ets, the N=-Y dabs most events (bifihs md labor market transitions) to the day. It

cm, therefore, be wed to ~-e timing of return tu work to the week (or day) Since most

ret- to work that till ocmr over the first two years of the newhm’s Efe occurs in the first

two months &r chfldbifi, timing tithin tis period immediately&r ti]ldbirtb is of

considerable importice.

To model leave md return to work, we speci& a model of the timing of leaving work

dining pre~ancy md returning h work afir childbirth which is disag~egated into qtitting

work, &g unpaid leave, and tatig paid leave. The bweline h=ards are specified as

~onentiated cfiic splines. The different dacisions am hked by a random effect. The

resdtig parame@r estimates strougly suppoti the use of a fletible basefine hmard (as

provided by the chic splines) and comelation across the decisions within a @ven bitih and

across births to a given mother as provided by the rmdom effects. Futhemom, with

mdtiple decisions @mard$ and probifi), the dati clearly identi& a (compfica&d) basefine

hmti in a model which allows for uuobsemed heterogeneity.
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The model was spetifimlly constructed to include a class of “cm’t tell” women. The

NLS-YS continuous Work H1stoW Data uses m emplo~ent concept. Women who are

employed, but on ptid leave (whether or not it is fomal %atimity leave”) are instmcted b

consider that time as time employed. Thus, for some women it is not possible to tell if they

hok n extanded (i.e. several weeks) ptid leave or worked through childbifi (tting leave of

mder a week). This ambi~ty has been a si~ificmt stumbling block for resemchers

tishing b investigate tie relation between ecrfier maternal presence (i.e. not at work) ad

subsequent child development. However, the NLS-Y includes several other sets of questions

(tie Emplowent Stitus Recode questions at each intitiew, a set &Matemity Leave

Questions k 1983, and an additional set of questions shout matemi~ leave x pd of the

Employer Supplements since 1988) which make it possible te reconstruct the distribution of

time employed, on paid leave, and on wptid leave, despite the misstig &ta problems. The

estimatis presented here eWloit all of the information on work in the NLS-Y dati.

The estimated model is used to characterize l=ve for mtemity for all recent mothers.

It does so using re~ession standardization. The NLS-Y is a cohofi sample of about &

thousad women Wed 14 to 21 h 1979. To mtrapolate to the sample of all recent mothers,

the econometric model includes controls for how the NLS-Y sample diffem from a rmdom

sample of recent mothers (age, year of delive~, mcdethnitity, maritil-stitus, edumtion,

parity). The model is then simulated for tie characteristics of a representative sample of

recent mothers drawn from the Fertility Supplement to the Jwe 1990 C~ent Population

Sumey.

We find that as of 1990, before the passage of the federal Ftily Leave A&, leave for

maternity was quite common. Mout a third of women never worked during pre~mW (33

percent) . &other third (34 percent) qtit their jobs at or before childbirth. The remtining

third took leave. ~us, in total about half of the women who worked dting pre~anW did

not quit their jobs at defiveW. For about 19 percent of women the leave was paid, and for

&out 14 permnt the leave was repaid. However, mmy of these paid leaves were quite

shoti, well mder a week. Among all new mothers, 25 percent took longer leaves (more tha

a few days); 14 pement mptid ad 11 percent paid. Even alutig veW shoti leaves, for

ba~ of the women who tiok paid leave and for half of the women who took mptid leaves, the

leave is over by eight weeks post-patium. This is considerably sbotier tba the 12 weeks

~aranteed by the federal Faily Leave &t.
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%oponenti of matemity leave legislation md the Federal Family kave &t have

ar~ed for the impo~ce of maternal presence in the perid immediately fim the bitib of a

ctild for the chfld’s -otioml md intellectual development. During that debate,

developmental psy~ologists arWed for leavaa of two b sti months. me resdta presented

here suggest that in the absence of matimity leave Ie@slation the vast m~ority of women,

even among those who had worked dting pre~mq (and would return to work before the

child’s second birthday) tike some leave ~er delive~. However, among women wbo would

return k work before fie child was two years old, the modal leave was only about sk weeks

~d few women took as much as 12 weeks of leave.



JEL Classification

ABS~~

J22-~me Allocation and Labor Supply

Major changes in women’s labor force behavior over the last two demdes imply that
w~e time away from the workforce after the birth of a tild was once measured in
ywrs, it is now measured in weeks or even days. Concentrating on the weeks
immediately following childbirth, this paper chmacteri= the labor force behavior of
women immediately before and after the birth of a child. me timing of labor market
exits (during pregnmcy) and entrances (after childbirth) are estimated to the day, and
reported to tie week. wts, exits to unpaid leave, and exist to paid leave are separately
identified. me estimates reveal the most women who work before the birth of a Md
return to work relatively quic~y after the birth of a tild. me modal time to return
occurs ody about six weeks fter childbirth. nose who work long into pregnanq return
to work more quitiy after childbirth. me empirial work uses the National
Longitudinal Smey-Youth. me estimates are generating using a system of probit and
h=ard models. me system irrclud~ unobserved heterogeneity to capture the
correlation between detisirms. me econometric model is specified to correct for the
fores of the NLS-Y protocol (in some years) on emplopent, so that it is not possible to
distinguish paid from unpaid leave.
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-g the last tiee decades the “working mother’’has become tie norm rather

than a rarity. Today, rather than ~opping out of the labor force for a period of.y~rs

after Mdbirti, my women spend ody a few weeks away from the workplace.

Mativdy Iitie is known about just how long @ period is — when it begins or ends,

whefier it inVOIVeS qtitting a j~b or taking leave, paid or wpaid. This paper

Charactwties leave for maternity using data from the National bngitudinal Survey-

Youth ~S-~ and appropriate statistid modek.

Two tidings con~stenfly ern_erge from the previous literature on work patterns

around the birth of a child. First, women who work dining pregnancy (at all, and longer

into their pregnancy) return to work faster after childbirth (Sweet, 1972; Even, 1987;

OC-, 199E D&ai and Waite~1991; Wenk ~“d “Gametij ig~z).”” ~ond, ~ei~er “fie

distribution of times to return to work after fidbirth, nor tie associated h~ard

function have the simple shapes tiplied by the standard pmametic hazard functions

@ven, 1987; Desai and Waite, 1992).

To model the correlation between work dtig pregnmcy and work after

Mdbirth, earher studies have constructed models which give the fist empirical

re@ari& (that women who work _~ter into pregnancy return to work eartier) a causal

interpretation @ven, 1987; OGm=d, 1990). They include work dhg pregnancy (at

dl or its duration) as a regressor in .modeb for work after Mdbirth and then interpret

the results causally. Mtemately, tie corrdation cmdd reflect stable “tastes for work:

(Bro*g, 1992). Consistent wi~ the second interpretation, this paper presents an

akemative approach which accounts for the strong inter-temporal correlation in labor

supply using a random effects s&a_@~. The ‘tastes for worV are modeled as random

effects in the decision to work before pregnancy, the decision of how long to work

during pregnancy, and the decisionof when w return to work after tidbirth.

Most earfier studies have chosen not to model the shape of the hazard itself,

titead they apply the bx proportional hard models which treat the baseline hamd

as a mdssnce parameter (Greensteh, 198T; UConneU, 1990; Desai and Waite, 1992;

Wd md Gurett, 1992;,but see Ev”&, 1990). This paper treats the disti%ution of times

to return to work (and the underl~g baseline hazards) as the fundamental parameter

of interest. The paper seeks to “describe the distribution of times away from the

workplace and the mechtisms used to do so. SpecificaUy, the paper joinfly modeb the
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decision of whethm to work at all during pregnancy, how long to work into pregnancy,

when to return to work after childbirth; tid whether the time spent not working is spent

not employed (the woman quit her pregnancy job), on unpaid leave, or on paid leave.

Consistent with this focus on the distribution of times away from work, the paper

specifies and estiates a flexible cubic sp~me approximation to the log hazard and a

flexible spetificstion for. tastes for work.

me results demonstrate the importance of both of these modeling decisions. me

tastes for work are importmt in explaining the joint distribution of the labor supply

decisions. me estimated base~ie hazards (without the random effects) are far from

monotonic. They are high in the days :-ediately after tildbirth. They fdl

considerably for the next two weeka, rising to a peak about six weeka after Mdbmth,

and fall thereafter. This overall pattern hides divergent shapes for the &ard across the

three optio~ no work, repaid leave, md paid leave.

The paper begins with an overview of the hist~rical context and previous research

on women’s labor force behavior in the period immediately before and after tidbirth.

me next two sections then deatibe the NLS-Y data and our econometric model. The

penultimate section presents the parameter estimates, describes the baseline hazards,

ad (using the Jme ~S data) generates population estimates of the dutribution of ~

away from the workplace in days sfice the birth of the fid (overall ad separately by

mothe~s status immediately after the birti employed, on unpaid vacation, and on paid

vacation). me paper concludes with a review of the results. and directions for future

rewarch.

1. HISTORICAL TRENDS AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH

me broad outline of the Mstory of work among women in general, and mothers k

particular, is we~ known. At least from World W= U through about 1970, tie modal

labor market pattern for women was to work unti marriage or the birth of a first ~ld

(which usually followed shortly after marriage) and to remain out of the labor force un~

the last (of several) &ldren entered school (CherHn, 1990). Taking this pattern as given

(and providing emptied evidence from the Natioml Longitudtial S-ey of Wture

Women), Polacheck and others @cer and Pohchek, 1974; Polacheck, 1975; ficer

and Polachek, 1978, Polachek, 1980; Gronau, 1988) built a theory of female earnings md

ti~fede earnings differentids.
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& ~ncer and Polachek were titing in the early 1970s, fefie labor supply

patterns were beginning to change merlin (1990) summarizes the changes:

In the 1950s, larger numbers of matid women began to join fk bbor force affer
their children were in school; in fhe 1960s and 1970s, the largest inmeases were
among women with preschool-aged children; and more recently fk largest rafe of
increase has occurred among ~others ofinfants. In fact, 51 percenf of all mofhers of
infants - children under age ~.- are rrm in the labor force. Dun.ng fhe posfwar
period, tkn, the frend for women tis been towards a nearly confinuaus aftachnrent
to fti Iaborforce throughout adulthood.

Using a tirne-serf~ of cro~+ectione from the June Current Poptiation Suey

(~S)l., Herman and Leibowiti (1994) e@lore labor mpply among mothers of ~mts.

~ey find tit from fie early 197@.to the late-1980s hbor force partiapation (LFP) at dl

ages (through 36 mnths) has risen by between 25 and 30 percentage points. Sinw LFP

has been (and continua to be) lower for mothers of younger children, the percentage

increase in LFP k tighest for the. youngest tildren. For mothers of one month old

W&en, LFP hs more “than doubled - from less Man twenty percent to over forty

percent.

These high levels of LFP ~rmg new mothers have made possible alternative

mechanisms for juggling work and fatily. PolachecVs work assumed that women

wotid quit ~eir jobs when they had ctidren. When time away from the work place is

measured not in years but in mon~s, other mechanisms are possible.

Reatits from the Natioml Longiwdinal Suwey-Yomg Women -W;

covertig the rrrid-1970s) suggest that other mechanisms were actually in use. Using the

-~, Mott and Shapiro (1978, 1979) noted that L~ is a misleading measure of labor

force patterns. Their data allow them to distinguish work from employment for the

week preceding the intewiew. They note “fn the months immediately surrounding the

birth event, actual work activity=is distinctly less than tie ~sured labor force

participation rates ~ott and Shapiro, 1979, p. 201).” Kerman and Leibowitz (1994)

qumtify these effex ustig a natio~lly representative sample of new mothers (the NLS-

~ is a cohort sample) for the la@1980s. That paper computes the number of mothers

..-...!,- . . . —. ~~ —-

-...

l~e Jrme survey is used bemuse it includes a Fetifity Supplement. me basic CPS
mont~y questimrnaire ON records ~~e ~ years. me June Fertfity Supplement asks age of
tie Wd in months (or monfi of bfi) for the yomgest tid.
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in each of tie components of labor force participation - work, unpaid leave, paid leave,

and unemployment - by age of the youngest chfid in months.

~ese changing patterns of work of new mothers emphasize the importance of

three issues in our understanding of labor supply around childbirth. First, much of the

action today tak= place well tithin the first year after Childbirth. Maternity leave

legislation at the state and federd level is phrased in terms of weeks. However, most

previous studies (to a great -tent ~ited by data problems) characterize behavior in

terms of quarters (Sweet, 1972, using the 1960 C-us; Even, 1988, using the NSFG) or

months (Herman and Leibowitz, 1994, using the June CPS).

S-rid, LFP is a poor measure. It aggregates the unemployed and those on leave,

with those at work. We want to descfibe separately pattern of employment and

patterns of work (where tie difference is leave).

fid, with time away from work now measured in months or weeks, we would

We to crosAassify return to work after childbirth, by work patterns during pregnancy.

Nakamura and Nakamura (1981, 1985, 1994), foflowing an older literature in labor

economics (e.g. Hecti and Willis, 1977, 1979; Uark and S_ers, 1982; Mott ad

Shapiro, 1982; Shapiro and Mott, 199~, emphasize the importfice of””su& condition

analyses (see also the more recent work of Duleep and Sanders, 1994; Mott and Shapiro,

1994; and Shaw, 1994), When compared to women who did not work during pregnacy,

labor supply patterns of women in the months immediately after the birth of a chiid are

markedly different for women who worked during pregmmcy. For employers.

concerned about return to work of their employees (and govements setig pohcy to

affect that return), the conditioml analysis is the appropriate one.

Ftiy, we wodd like to make population level statements. Dohg so is difficdt

given tie sampltig structures of previody used datasets. me ~S-YW ~ott and

Shapiro, 1978; Shapiro and Mott, 1980; Greenst*, 1989) and the NLS-Y (Werman and

Leibotitz, 1988; Dwai and Waite, 1992; Wenk and Garrett, 1992) are Iongitudind cohort

sampl~. ~us in many of the datasets used in previous studies, blfi occur over a

2sfiW the CPS is a cross-sectionrd survey, ~erman and Leibotitz (1994) could not do

fis.
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range of years to a non-representative sample of women (my cohorts are included).

Stily, in retrospective surve~s (e.g. NSFG used by Even, 1987; and the SPP

maternity leave questions used by ~~nne~, 1990,3).births ocw over a rage of years.

FWy, eitier by sample design~e.g. the S~P; O’~nndl, 1991) or by he ~~YS~

decisions of the authors (e.g. De~”md Waite, 1992; Herman ad Leibowitz, 1990; Mott

and Shapiro, 1977; Shapiro and Mott, 1979) many papers ordy look at fist births.

Il. DATA THE NATIONAL LONGITUDINAL SURVEY - YOUTH

For &arac&rizing leave for maternity, an ided dataset would kve Several

characteristics. Fret, it would precisely date birth events and work events (dike the

@ where we ody have age of the ctid in months and there is a seven week ambiguity

as to wetly when m m month old ~d was born). Second, it would dow us to

distigufsh work, from unpaid leave and from paid leave at each point in time (tie

the ~ and tie ~$YW where we ody have behavior at the interview date). tid, it

wordd contti a representative sample of au recent births (dike tie data h the SWP on

tie first bfi} or in the WW5-&d NL%Y on a cohort of women). Fourth, it wmdd

be a panel dataaet, so we codd stratify work after Mdbirth by work during pregnancy

(tiike the Decermial Census or fie ~S). Fin~y, a large sample stie wodd Mow

precise estimates.

No dataset meets d of the~-requirements. h this paper, we analyze tie National

hn@tudinal Survey-Youth ~S-~. me ~$Y is a cohort panel dataset. me original

sample was drawn in 1978 from among 1421 year olds. me sampltig scheme

deliberately over+ampld blacks, fipani~, and poor whites. me sampled individual

kave been reinterviewed anmrdly.

me WY is ti” afiactive dataaet for these andy~ because the kterview

protocol was specificity designed to collect a continuous labor market history for the

30tineU’s SIPP sample is Iqe enough for h to stratifi by birth year, mitigattig
this problem.

4Used by O’ConneU, 1990.

5 Usd by Greanstain, 1989; ~tt md Shapiro, 197S; Shapiro and Moti, 1979.
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retire period since the previous interview (usuaUy a year). Employment is recorded to

the day. Since the NS-Y is a panel dataaet, we can track work before and after

Mdbfi.

k addition, the ~$Y includes copious information on ea& sampled WO-’S

fertiity history and the subsquent devdopment of the child. Births are precisely dated

(to the day). me sample is large. mere have been over 6,000 births to sampled women

dtig the period covered by the work history data. Finafly, labor supply of these

women is of special interest. Since 1986, tidren of sample women have been

administered caretily designed developmental batteries. E~loiting this ri&

psychological status data, the ~$Y has been used extensively to qlore tie relation

between maternal work and ad development (Dwai, Chas~Lansdale and Michael,

1989; Chas&Lansdale, Mtt, Brooks4urm and PhilBps, 1991; Baydar and ~ase-

Lansdde, 1991; Bbu and Grossberg, 1992). ~erefore, modeling the labor ‘market

patterns of these specific women is of spead importance.

mere re-, however, two probla with the ~S-Y. First, it is a cohort sample

based on a stratified sample of wow aged 1421 ti 1978 (when the sample was

drawn). We can correct for the stratified sampling (which oversampled blacks and

=psnics) using the initial sampltig weights. However, we cohort and panel structure

fipfies fiat+ ompared to a sample of recent btitha-~S-Y births are spread out OVer

mare than a decade and the mothers are disproportionately young. We hmdle this

problem by regression standardtiation. We discuss tie details of that procedure below.

me second problem is more serious and induces much of the comphcation in our

econometric methods. fie ~S-Y’s basic continuous Work fistory Data uses an

employment concept. ~erefore, ~%Y respondents are eWficitly instructed to

consider paid vacation and paid sick leave as time employed. ~ problem is noted in

tie NLS-Y Child Ha&book

Users should note that the NLS-Y main questionnaire defirws
respondents who are on vacation, on sick leave, on unpaid leave of less
tbn one month, or on wterni~ leme of less thn 90 days a still
attmhed to an empbyer. Thersfore a rrwther with this kind of status
would be considered worki~, even though she wos on leave around the

time ofthebirth of a child. ... =searchers cannot use these variables
for the period close to the birth if their actual concern is real hems of
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emplo~ent immediately b&ore or after the birth.6 Howeuer, this caveat

applies principally tO the last qmrter before the birth and the first
quarter after the birth.

As we discuss below in detail (md .- Appendix A with the exact question wording),

the problems with identi~g unpaid leave an be remedied; the problems with

identifying paid leave are more diffialt.

We CM tis the findamsntal missing data probhm, and it is severe. Using the

standard employment variables on we ~$Y Merged Mother-d He for 1990, tily

18 percent (unweighed) of all women report mntiuoua employment. ~ey are 29

perat of au women who ever worked during pregnanq.

~ problem with the ~S-Xdata has been dted in the maternity leave literature

(Herman and tibowitz, 1990; ~ai and Waite, 1991). However, in much of the

Hteratie on the relation between maternal work and tild outcomes, it is not mentioned

(D=ai, Mi&ael and Chas&Lansdde, 1990; Belsky and Eggebeen, 1991, and the other

papers in the symposium; Baydar ~d BrooksQmm, 1991). An exwption is Blau and

Grossberg (19~2J,_who explicitly no= the probl~

Unfortuwtely, in the NLSY, women who are on vmation, sick leave,
unpaid leave of less than one mrsth, or mternity leave of less than 90
days are considered employed. To the &ent tkt this is a problem, it
would mainly affect the first year labor supply variable, biasi~ its
coefficient toward zero and thus strengthenirsg our con~ence in the
finding ofa significant effect.

h fundamental missing data probla. probably does not seriously bias restits

an the relation of maternal work to tild development when matemd work is being

ag=ega~ OV?X.tie..Wh.Olefirst ye~(even when the mncept being measured is weeks

worked in the first year). However4 Belsky (1988) identifies maternaf work in the first

year as particdarly deleterious He then surveys several papers whi& suggest tit

Were are differential effwta depending on when dtig the fist year the mother returns

to work. Following this we of reae~_ti, Baydar and BrookaGunn (1991) using the ~%

Y, disaggregate work by quarters_ti@ birth. ~ey find (and interpret in terms of

atitient fieory) no negative eff~ of work in the first quarter after bifi. me

.—

6 Emphasis k he ori~nd.
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fundamental missing data problem ds into qu~tion these readts. Some of the women

coded in the ~S-Y Work Wstory Data as “employe& were actus~y on leave catig for

their newborns themselves. The model we develop below estimates the probability of

each behavior for ea& woman, given what we know about her behavior, despite the

fissing data problem. Appendix E shows how to use the econometric model and the

parameter estimates to impute the the probability that a given woman was not working,

given the model and her recorded information..

Thtily, the implications of this fundamental missing data problem for using

the MS-Y to charactetie leave for matemity are not as negative as it appears from

simple tabdations of the percentage of women who report con.tiuous employment.

There are five sources of information about labor market behavior around childbirth in

the ~S-Y (Appendix A gives the exact question wording and skip patterns). They are

● Work History Data Continuous record of employment since Janu~- 1978
co~ected through employer supplements. Records jobs to the day (reported to the
week on the Work fistory Tape). As discussed above, cowiders paid leave (on
unpaid leave, see below) to be time employed.

. Gap Data fie Employer Supplements ask about ptiods “with an employer,
but not paid.” Covers the period 1978 to the present, records gaps in employment
to the day of the beginning and end of lave. Women shotid (and do) report

~paid pregnan~/matefir l=ve here.

● Maternity Leave Supplement k 1983, tie NS-Y irrduded a set of
retrospective questions on leave during pregnancy (in months) and leave after
~dbirth ~m weeks or montis, at the respondents choice). me questions refer to
the most recent birth.

● Maternity Leave Questions: Since 1988 (covering the period since 198~, the
Employer Supplements have included questions on the beginning and ending
dates for maternity leave @aid or unpaid).

● CPS Questions At each interview, the ~S-Y asks the standard battery of ~S
labor force questions for tie week preceding the survey. From hat battery, the
~S-Y constructs the ESR (Employment Status Recode). This batte~ includes
information on employment, work, and whether leave was unpaid or paid.

Thus, we have some information to the day (the Work History Data, the Gap Data, the

Maternity have Questions), some information to the week or monti (the Maternity

have Supplement), and some information on the hdf he (was the woman working or

on leave as of a date; the CPS Questions).
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Table 1 s~ s for whi& births which data are av~able. As shown in the

colum heads, there are basfcafiy four regimes Pr&1983 births not covered by the 1983

Maternity bve Supplement, pi&1983 bti covered by the Maternity Gave

Supplement, births between the 19.W Maternity Leave Supplement and the post-1988

Maternity kave Questions, and births covered by the post-1988 Maternity Leave

Questions.

For birth wvered by the 1983 Matdty Leave Supplement we have information

~ pad leave to the month or we~. For births covered by the post-1988 Maternity

hve Questions, we have information on paid leave to the day. For the entire period,

we have thre piems of Morrnatiom the work history data, the gap data, and the C=

~wtions. h the periods for wfich we have otiy these basic three piec- of information,

we have a stiable number of casea for whifi we “mn’t M“ when (or i~ the mother took

lava

Table 1

~olo~ and Wequency of Avdable rmd Wsaing Mormation

Not in POst-
Labor Force 1983 1983 Between 1988 ~W ~W
pattern--.– .~ ~ Qs. Batte.. Total %
Never Worked D&g Pregnancy 236 717

... . . -.
961 558 2472 37.9%

Qtit Pre@aney Job 148 579 838 “653 2218 34.0%
Unpti”d &ve

—
32 164 328 .293.. .817... ~ 12.5y0

Paid ~ve” Q 167 0 364 531 8.1%

Cnn’t till 52 0 434 0 486 7.4%

Col. Total ~ 468..-1627 2561 1868 6524.
Col. % . . . ,,._, 7<.2,%-,.:24.9% ., 3?..3%= ,28,6%, , 100.0% . . ,.-

‘,tif te~”s reported c“&tinuous empbyrnent; we a not t~ f or when ptid
kave be~.

,’Not in 1983 SuppIem&t - ad was not youngest or mother did not anawer
19S3 Maternity kaves supplement.

,’1983 Supplement,, - Mother answered 1983 Materni~ have Supplement for
this Md.

,%etwaan W Qs,’ - ~ was born after 1983 titeti~ have @estiom and
before 19S6 Maternity have Batte~.

,Tmt-19M Batte~,’ - tid covered by post-19SS Materrdty have Battery.
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Esrfier, we noted that from the work history data alone 18 p~cent of tie women

me subject to the “fundamental missing data problem” (kbeled “can’t teW @ Table 1);

they report continuous employment. me 1983 Matity Supplement and fie post-1988

Maternity have Batte~ resolve tis ambiguity for over half of the sample womem Of

the remaining “can’t tel~ (apparently working Mough deEvery; no known date for

beginning paid leave), the range of possible last date of work dhg pre~mcy and first

date of work after Mdbirth is fmther bounded by the ESR da= $om the ~S questiom.

For the “can’t tells” in 18.3 percmt of the cases, the ESR is informative re~ding work

ptior to delivery7. After childbirth, the ESR variables me almost always informative

(96.1 percent of the “can’t tells’’)s.

The cha~enge is to devise an econometric model to optima~y combine each of

these types of information in order to desaibe labor supply patterns dtig pregnancy

and in the w~ks fo~owing &Idbirth. This model can then be atrapolated to recent

births by re~ession stsndwdtiation, and med to impute labor mket behaviors in

analyses of the effect of maternal work on tid outcomes.

Ill. ECONOMETRIC METHODS

Conceptually, we want to model the date of last work dWing pregnancy and the

date of first work after ddbirth, The richness of the data allow (and the weaknesses of

the data require) that we model these work decisions in a dimgWegated fashion. Ml

mothers are assumed to be not working at tie moment of tidbti. At that moment,

we allow tie new mother to be in one of three states:. Without a job (either because she

did not work during pregnancy or because she quit her pr~ldbtith job), on unpaid

leave (horn job held during pre~cy), or on paid leave (from job held during

pregnancy).

lFm 3.3 percent of the cases the woman is aheady on lsave, providing nn uppsr bound
on the last day of work. For 15.0 percant of the cases the woman is st~ wortig, providing a
lower houd on the last day of work.

‘For 94.2 perwnt of the cases the woman is tieady working by the sscond posti
debvery interview, providing m upper bormd on the retum-to-workdate: For 1.9 percent of
the cases, me wo~ is sfl on leave, so the ESR provides a lower bowd. For some cases
(included in the fist WOUP), the ho ESR responses provide a lower and mr upper bored.
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Figure 3 schematicaHy dep~~ the labor market dynamics of WOmen from before

the conception of the child tiQ.ugh the time the Wd ceases being a tedder. At

conception, a woman can be h or out of the labor force. ~ose women who are mt of

tie hbor I ~emay begin wor~g at some time after the ctid k born.

COnmptlOn Delivery

* Pregnancy Pmt-Patium —

_,” ..- .. .. . . .. ..

Hg. l—Paths for Labor Market Near ~ildbirth.

~ose worn~ who are h the labor force at conception have several options. From

most to least attached to the labor force, they cam work until delivery, take paid leave,

take upaid leave, or quit their job. ~ose who work unti delivery can then begim paid

leave. unpaid leave, or qoit their jobs.

We model these work dynatics as follows. me No Work/Work decision at

conception is modeled as a probit. me Quit Job/Unpaid Leave/Paid Leave decision is

modeled in a hazard framework ascompetig risks. Work Until CMdbirth is modeled

as simdtaneous censoring of dl &ee competing risks at 270 days (the 9 months of

pre~mcy). me Quit/have (tifiether paid or onpaid) decision after detivery for

women who work mti childbirth is modeled as a probit, me Unpaid Leave/Paid

Leave decision after dehvery for w~omen who work until tildbirth and do not quit at

dehvery is modded as a..probit. Ffially, the time from dehvery to New Job (for those

who did not work during pregnanq or quit their pregnancy jobs). the time to the end of
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the Unpaid Leave (Return to Work at pr~delivery job), and the time to the end of tie

Paid Leave (Return to Work at pre-ddivery job) are modeled as three separate hazards.

Thus in total, we model nine vectors of regression coefficients: three binary problts,

three competing risks (during pregnancy), and tiee simple hazards (after childbirth).

111.A The Shape of the Hazard

U&e much of the rest of the literature which tr=ts the underlying hazard and

tie timing of return to work as a nuisance parameter (at least in estition, using the

Cox Proportional Hazards model), understmding the timing of return to work is the

wplicit aim of tis paper. Previous work with this data sugges~ a higMy non-

monotonic hazard (see Kerman md Leibowitz, 1992; and Desai and Waite, 1992). To

model potentia~y v~g rates of leaving work and returning to work with time since

conception/childbirth, we use proportional hazards models with flefible cubic sp~ies

for the bas~e hazard. fis fltible charactetiation of the baseke hazard a~ows us to

relax the strong parametric assumptions which charactertie conventional hazard model

approaches.

The use of cubic splinw in estimation of non-hear models has been widely

discussed in the statistical literature (see Poirier, 1973; Engle, et d., 1986 for a regression

applicatiOm; md Grummer-Strawn, 1992 for a hazard appficatirm). SpecifiCWy, we

model the log spline using a B+phne representation for the cubic spline with nafial

(unconstratied) endpotit conditions (de Boor, 1973; Press, et al., 1992). Appendix B

presents a detailed discussion of our parametrization and the computational formtiae.

Here, we merely s~arize the approach.

We a priori chose cubic+pltie basis points (See Table 2). These knot locations

correspond rougMy to the distribution of failures; stopptig work during pregnancy (and

the knots Characteriztig the splines during pregnanq) becomes more common as

pregnancy progresses; return to work after childbirth (and tie knots characterizing the

splines for return to work after childbirth) becomes less common as the cMd ages.g

9Most of the knots for the cubic sphne were chosen at romd dates (mtitiples of weeks).
me spactig betieen hots is smdest h the weeks immediately before md after tidbirtb
progressetithe tid ages (when the probability of stopptig work d-g preqmsylreturning
b work after dehvery is kigher). me botz at 273, 315, 456, 547 and 648 days in the unpaid
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Table 2

Knot Locations, by hazard (in days)

Period Hazard .= N, Knots hot titiom (~ days)
Dtig Pqegnmq @t 8 0,90, ~5, 210,240,250,260,270
D@g Pregnancy Unpdd Leave 8 0,90,135,210,240,250, 260,270
During Pre~ancy” Faid ~ave =. 8 0,90,135,210,240,250, 260,270

Nter ~dbirth Quit 22 0,3,7,14,21,28,35,42, 49,56,63.
70,84, 9~ 112,182,273,315,456,
547,648,730

Xter ~fldbirth Unpaid Leave 18 0, 7, 1421, 28,35, 42,49,56, 63,
70,84,98, lU, 140,182,730

& tidbirth Paid kave ._. 19 0,3,.7,841421,28,25, 42,49,56:
63,70, 8% 98, l% 140,182,730

k es-tion, the value of the log hazard at ea& kot is estimted. The valuw of

the log h=ard htieen the basis potits is interpohted by the asstiated cubic spke

(see Press, et al., 1992). Modekg””tie log h=ard as a mbit spline forces the non-

negatitity of the hazard.lo

.— . -.

and paid laave after ~dbfi hazards were tipped b-use there are so few ret-s to
work from leave ~w sti months. me hot at 3 days in paid leave &r childbirth was
addad to keep the wepotid leaves fim biastig leaves ofjust over a week.

10G—er-Stra~ (1992) -es an altimative approach. W models the hazard
&edly. Howevw, when the hazard bges quictiy, his esttiated hazmd is often negative.
~ forces b to use pen~ed W~ood appbes to forzing the non-negativity of tie
hazard.

hstiad, we model the log hazard as a cubic spk~ fis forces the aattiatad hazard
to always be positive. In dotig so, w~lose m advtitage of approtiating by splines. mere
e~ts a dosed fom for the inti~ated spltie (it is after M lomUy a cubic pol~otid). mere
does not east a dosed fom ~ression for he htegrd of the exponential of a cubic spbe.

h pra&lce, the additiond computational bmden due to the lack of a closed form for
the titegrated hazmd, is not large. ‘.~e proportioned hazards assumption implies fiat we
nesd pefiom ody a shgle titi~ation for eazh ikration. k prafice, we parfom this
fi*atiOn n~eric~y using a sfipIe hapezoidd de titb the intimd aet equaf to a day.
~ appears to k nmtidy stizi~t.
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111.BRegression Standardization

The NL$Y is a cohort sample,

we use regression stmdardization.
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To estimte leave patterns for W recent mothers,

h fie estimation step, we fndude regressors to capture how the NLS-Y sample

differs from the sample of all recent mothers: calendar year (md its squme), age (md its

square), black, ~ptic, education (d@ es for high school drop-out, at least some

co~ege, md co~ege graduate), never msrried, znd not ~rried (widowed or divorced).

We then simdate the model for a sample of recent mofiers. We draw tie ssmple of

recent mothers .&om all women who gave birth within the last 36 months from the June

1990 Current Poptiation Stiey. The regressors me specifically &Osen so that they efist

(and zre comparable) in boti surveys; mzking the sirmdztiom possible.

Table 3 presen~ ssmple statistics for the ~S-Y (unweighed .~d weighted) ad

for the ~S sample of ~S-Y recent mothers. Both samples exclude births to women

before their eighteenth bifiday. Normatively such women “shod& stil be in s&ool,

ad we do not consider them as at risk for work (or return to work) before or ~r

fidbirth.
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Table 3

Regressor Descriptive Statisti~

m-Y as
~weighted Weighted Unweighed

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Mean Std. Dev.
Age 24274, 3.408 246.67 .27~50 =42
Age Squtied :-... 600.83K B.004 620,018 786.482 50.754
Bkck 0.272. ,Q.a 0.163 .- 0.131 0.338
Mspanic o.19g=, .a397 0.080 0.103 MM
Year 8453K. 3.V4 %728 =...90.:000 aooo
Yar Squared 7156.7~.. 1.a447 7189.020 810Laaa Q.@o
~gh S&ool Drop-out 0.33Q. 0.470 0.24 0.M.2 0368
Some allege o.n& 0.438 0.297 0.426 a.494
CoEege Graduate 0.08~- “0.280 0.108 . ..0204 m4a3
Second or later Child 0.3*. 0.478 a37
~d or later tild

0.~3. 0.476.
0.222 0.415 0.188 O.m .a460

Never Mtied 0.291.. 0.455 .0210 0,138 Q..M5
Dlvormd or Widowed 0.779. 0.268 0.070 0101 @3al . .
N .76524 S994 ......

NO~: ~S:Y sample is W births 1978-1990 to women over age 18 at birth. ~-Y weights
we 1979 stipltig weighti for. poptiation 14-21 in 1978 (at smple seletion). CPS
sample is d women with yomgest tid under 36 months old at Jme 1990,. CPS
intifiew (i.e., appro~ately b“- Jdy 1987- June 1990).

111.CEstimating the Model: Random Effeots

k the titiodution, we noted that previous studies have often included

&ractertiationa of work during pregnancy as regr-ors M tilr models charatizing

work after Wdbirth. We noted that this implicitly impfiea a cauad relationship.

Common unrneastired tastes seem– as plausible. bother disadvmtage of including

re=essors is thrd the ~@uded wor&duringpregnancy modelswin soak up.mu~ Of the

variation due to obsewed covtiates. Wtead, we adopt an dtemative approach to

modekg this correlation in the mdtiple dimensions of maternal labor supply.

To amunt for the possibfity that maternal behaviors are corrdated – (how long

worked into pre~anq, how long wti return to work after Mdbfi) – we N ea& of

the d-ions by a random efk~ _Spedfica~y, ea& of the decisions (the problts, the

competing risks, and the hazards) axe assumed to be independent conditional on a ‘@te
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for worV. We model th~e tastes for work as a random effect The random effect k

assumed norrndly distributed. Each of the decisions includes a factor loading.11

111.DEstimating the Model: Approach

E we had complete data this would be a straightforward estimation problem.

Leaving aside concerns about sample stie (a non-trivial problem), we codd estimate the

quantiti~ of titerest from simple cros~tabs (on a very large frequency table) and then

reweight the celk for current births. However, because for a large fraction of births we

have answers in weeks or months and for another large fraction we can not distinguish

paid maternity leave from work; the problem is more complex.

h brief, we specify a probability model for the contiuous time data. We then

derive the implied probabilities of the recorded (often tizy or incomplete) responsw.

We eshte the model using au of the data by matium likelfiood. FinaUy, we

skmdate the model on a representative sample of all recent mothers.

For the complete data casm (i.e., except for the “can’t teWs) we proceed as

fo~ows When tie work history/gap data record that a woman quit her job or took

~paid leave, fi~ we ~OW we have fie exact dati of tie event. k fiose cases, we
btid up the likelihood directiy (foUowing Figure 1). Appendix C, Case 1 to Case 6 and

Case 9 to Case 12 @ve the formal definition of the likelihood given our parametertiation

of the decision process. Stiarly, for women reportig continuous employment and

who= deliveries were covered by the 1983 Maternity Leave Supplement or the post-

1988 Maternity Leave Batteries, we can date the events - including paid leave (to the

week or month for the earlier Supplement; to the day for tie later Battery). me exact

Wtioods are Case 7 to Case 8, and Case 13 to Case 14 of Appendix C.

To simplify the estimation problem, we do not model entry into work or multiple

tits from work during pregnancy; we ordy model the last day worked. fis a~ows us

llWe dso explored a ho factor heterogeneity, where the second factor Wed dl
choicss by a given mother (across mtitiple births). For reasons we were unable to deterrutie,
the estimator consistently converged to parameter values impl~g that almost all women
who quit thair jobs had rsturned to work by their tid’s second birthday. ~s W- at dear
vtimce tith the obsaed dati (and not a problem irrthe one-factor model).
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to i~ore the h=ard of res-g work du~g pre~~. h addition, we model the

type of leave as of the be-g of~e lwve. Wom~ who be@ by tag paid leave

md tha use rmpaid leave are comidered (for the purposes of the h=srds) to be

contiuoudy on paid leave. haves which end before Wdbirth are i~~ed.

M durations are modded uakg htervd h~ards. k the irderval h~ard

fomtiation, kstead of asstig we bow e~ctly when the wom stopped wortig

we assm that we bow the date @y to an kterval. We h compute the likelihood

as the probability that the event occurs over the titervd (amrtig to the underlying

confiuous time h=ard). k this forrpdatio~ the inteti m be of arbltr~ length. For

most cases this titerval is a day. However, ~-Y accepts tizy rowers to datig

questiom (to the week or the mon:&, rather than to the day). The titerval h=ard

representation a~ows for easy hmdfig of thwe tizy respomes. Similarly, the 1983

Mat~ty ~ave Supplement allow~ reapom& in weeka or mmti. These cases are

aga~ ea~y h~dled by tie .~terv~ @=ds.

Even tithout the tidmmtd tisfig data problem, wme women would report

wortig configously. ~s is poasibe k at least three cases. First, a womm could have

gone to work on Friday ~g, d~>verd Friday afternoon, md returned to work on

T~day “after a le@ thr~~ay w~kend. She wodd not have _ed a work day.

Mtemativdy, stice the post-1988 ~temity have Batte~ ody asks for leaves of a week

or more, some women ~doubtediy take leaves of leas tha a w~~ Therefore we

c-or W work duriog pre~mcy &ee days before the birth of the child (the w—

codd already be @ labor). At that ~&e, womm who are sfll wortig are assued to

have be~ theti post+efivery sta@ (quit their job, or on repaid leave.. or on paid

leave). After tidbirti, women whd ‘report no leave are aas-ed to have re~ed from

paid leave sometime within a week of delive~ @ecauae QLMe shape of the estited

cubic splie). Agah, this “witi a yeeW spdfication is easily hmdled by the titerval

hazard fmtiation.

The problem cases are those where a wom reports that she was contiguously

employed, from pregnmq through after childbirth without taking repaid leave, md to

whom tifier the 1983 Matefity have Supplemat, nor the 19W Matefity kave—
Battery apply. Even if th~e womm took paid matemity leave, these womm ahotid

have reported contiuoua employment. We simply mot te~ wherr a paid leave began

and mded. me correct specificatim of the Welihood of occurrmce of such a problem

......
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cases is the probability that either the woman worked continuously+see the previous

paragraph for how we interpret that behavior) or that she took paid leave @ut the work

history data provides no infomtion as to when it began or ended).

As noted above for some cases, the Emplopent Status Recode questions @SR)

provide some information concetig when the paid leave codd have begun. Any

leave for the “can’t tells” is assumed to begin h the third trimster (after week 26) of
pregnancy .12 For about a quarter of fie Cmes he week preceding the kterview (the

week to which the ESR questions refer) occurs during the last tri-mester of pregnancy.

Ustig this intonation we know for sure that a woman was working or not working as

of that date. Similarly, after childbirth, if the answer to the ESR question (usuafly asked

once or twice in the 24 months after tidbirth) “not working”, then we know that she

took leave, the ordy problem is the unknown titig of the leave.

Beyond this ESR information, we simply do not know. me general approach is as

fo~ow~ me correct forrndation for the likelihood is the sum of the probabihty that the

WO- tidy worked through childbirth and, for the probabfity that the leave actually

begin on that day each day of the pregnmcy includtig defivery. As has been noted in

the literature on stiple competing risks modek in discrete tiw, this is not simply *e

interval hazard (Uison, 1989). It is instead the joint probability for each possible

moment that the paid leave began, that the leave began at that inatmt and that the

WO- wodd neither have quit her job nor begun unpaid leave before that date. We

approxtite this integral by sum at a ddy frequency.

h au, there are 18 possible roses. For the complete data cases, we have Never

worked, quit during pregnancy, unpaid leave b-g “during pregnancy, paid leave

be-g during pregnancy, quit at delivery, unpaid leave beginning at defive~, and

12 ~s represents a major computational satigs. About hti of the computitiond
effort is emended on the “cm>t tills”; computational effort is cut by about ho-thirds tith
this restriction (rather than Woting for the possibility that leaves begin on the fist day of
pre~rmey).

~ restriction mu be justfied by examination of the 364 eases of paid leave mong
those eh~ble for the post-1988 Maternity kave Bati~. In that sub-saruple, ofly *O
case+less tian. one haM of one percent of the smple — begin leave before day 180 of
pre~mcy. (i.e., bsfore the last three monfis).
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paid leave be@g defivery, (sEven paths); each of which can be cmored (denotig

return to work) or uncensored after childbirth (toti of fourteen cases, two times seven).

h addition, there are four “cm’t te~ case Certtiy did not work unti childbirth, and

may have worked unti Wdbirti; agati with censored (dmoting paid leave, then quit)

and uncensored work after childbirth. Four of the caored c= do not ouur in the

dab. Appendix C @v~ the formal Ekelihooda for ea& of the 18 cases. It also gives the

distribution of bi~ across caaea:

111.EEstimating the Model: Computational Methods

Estimation proceeds by m@mum likelihood us~ malytic. derivatives. Wd the

outer-partial approximation to the Hessian. The stindard errors are computed

acco~ding to robust Huber formd.ae from the analytic first derivatives and numerical

second derivatives (computed from the analytic first derivatives; Wte, 1982). From

good starting valu= the eatirnatio~on the sample of 6524 birti events takes about hdf a

day (on a Sun SP~C- lo, and ~e computation of standard errors (for about 200

parameters) using numerical diffe~ntiation of the analytic first derivatives about a day,

The formdae for the computation of the malytic derivatives are given in Appendix D.

me modd was estimated without and tith heterogeneity. As was noted earlier,

the modd (witi heterogeneity) in@udea nine vectors of regression coefficients (one for

each of the three competing tiks during pregnmcy, one for each of the three h=ards

after Wdbirth, and one for each of the three probit models), plus a parameter for each

knot of the spline and constants in the probit quatiom. Even without heterogeneity,

there are 203 parameters. For each of the three competing-risk and three &ard

functions, tiere is a parameter for each spline knot. That accounts for 83 parameters.

The” r=m”der ire demographic coefficient of the regressions for each of ,tie

mmpeting-risk and hazard functio.m and of the three probits. (Sea Appendix F.) me

nine factor loadings bring the para—fiter comt to 212.

The random effect, assumed distributed normally, ia approximated by three-petit

Gaussiti@uadrature (Butler and Moffitt, 1986). ~k three-poht approximation is

probably not sufficient to correctly approximate the normal distribution. However, we

have no a priori reason to specify the normal. me three discrete mass points seem to

mPtie fie com~ationbetween the outcomes relatively we~.
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IV. RESULTS

me ptirna~ goal of this paper is to describe the leave status of women (quit theti

jobs, unpaid leave, ptid leave) and the&g of the beginning m~ ending of that leave.

We begin our discussion of the results with a expatiation of the parameter estimates

themselves md the tiplied shape of the underl~g hazmds. ~ese parameter

=~tes are difficdt to interpret. We then simtiate the tiplied labor mmket patt-

for the s~ple of new mothers in the June 1990 CPS.

IV.A The Paramater Estimates

Appendix F contsins the M set of par~eter esfites for the random effects

model. h interpreting the results, it is useful to remember that more work is msociated

with positive coefficients in ea& of the probits (my work dmtig pregnancy, did not

quit at de~ve~, took paid leave at defive~); negative re~ession coefficients in the

competig risks for leaving work durtig pre~ancy (smiler/more negative coefficients

~PIY mat a wo- works longer into pregnmcy); and positive regr~sion coefficients

in the h=ards for returning to work after Wdbirth (larger/more positive hszards

~PIY fiat a wo~n retu- to work sooner after delive~).

me resdts sre generally consistent with the previous literature. Older women

snd those with at least some co~ege (the Co~ege Grad effect is in addition to the Some

bllege effect) are more Ekely to have worked during pre~ancy. High school drop-

outs, those with a Md already at home, and tiose who have never married are less

likely to work durtig pregnancy. Wspanics and blacks me less Wely to work dutig

pregnmcy, but only the Hispsnic effect is significant at p=o.05. Work dining pregnmcy

has become more common over tie ~%Y sampled period. Finally, the factor loading is

positive; women wifi higher tastes for work are more likely to work dfig pregnWq.

me r-ults for the competing risk of quitting work dting pregnancy are nesrly

the tirror image of any work during pre~ancy. Older women md .coflege graduates

are less fikely to quit/quit later in th~r pregnancy. High school dop~uts, those with

other children at home, md those who have never mrried or me cmrently divorced are

more Mely to quit snd to quit earfier in fieir pregnmcies. Q“uitting has become less

co-on over time. Finally, the factor loading is negative; women with higher tsstes for

work me less Wely to quit/quit later.
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The sign patterns for the competing risk of beginning unpaid leave during

pregmmcy and the competing risk of beginning paid leave durtig pregnancy are stiar

to the sign patterns for quitting a job during pregnancy. Howevm, fewer of the

parameter estimates are significant, as wodd be mpected stice there are considerably

fewer “failures’’–-women who kave pregnancy job for unpaid leave or paid leave

(compared to quitig their jobs; 203&i Ca& 3 Wd 4 those who quit their jobs, vs. 570

in ~se 5 unpaid leave and W in C%-e 7 paid leave).

The signs of me probit coefficients for taking leave at pregnancy (rather than

quitting) are simik to those for tskiog paid lmve at delivery (rather than taking unpaid

leave)., However, many of the co~ents are not significmfly different from zmo at
.7

p=O.05. tiong the signifiat res~~ are that efits to both types of leave now ocw —.

later (&ough ody the resdt for unpaid leave is significant), those with more education—
be~ their leaves later (though ordy tie sornewo~ege result in the paid leave equation is

signifiat). The factor loadings in d tiee competing risks imply fiat women with

higher tastes for work, work later fito their pregnanam (with the quit and paid leave

parameters signifi~t at p=O.Wl, but the unpaid lmve parameter insignificant even at

p=o.05).

The resdts for epeed of return to work after ~dblrth (presented in Table F.4) are

more subtie. The estims~s for re-g to work after quitig tie pregnancy job (or

never having been employed du&g pre~ancy) are consistent witi the previous

Eteratur& High school dropmuts, ti.ose who have never been married, and Mose witi

more M&a return more slowly. Those with some coUege re~ more quitiy.

Rem tQ work has become faster OVR tie sampled period. Women with higher tastes

for work (whether due to the work &elf or the r&rdtig earnings) return more qui&y.

me o~y snotious resdt.* that older women return more slowly. Perhaps they have

more r~ources (assets) with which to finance a leave.

For return from unpaid lmve and return from paid leave, again few of tie

psratiter estimates are si~ficmtiy different from zero at p=0,05. @ year parameters

imply that lmves are getting short= oyer the period. Compared to younger women,

older women take longer leaves (tho=ughordy the resuk for unpaid leave is significant).
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IV.B The Shape of the Hazard

Fi~es 2 and 3 plot the shape of the hazard. me hamrd is the probability of

leaving work/returning to work, condition on not having left work/re&ed to work.

By the propotiond hazards assumption, the shape of the hzzard is the same for all

tidividuab in the sample; ordy its height shifts up and down with covariates (and the

random effects). ~ese shapes are thus ~le independent (and we plot them without a

scale on the y-tis). k all three plots tiere is dear evidence suppofig the flefible cubic

spke baseltie hazard used here. Udike standard parametric tiards, the hazards for

leaving work during pregnancy rise sharply at the end of pregnancy; the hszar~ for

returning to work from leave (paid or unpaid) are non-monotonic and there is strong

evidence that they are mdti-modd.

Figure 2 plots the hazard for leaving work during pregnmcy. ~ three hazards

are low through the fist two tri-mesters after which they rise quicUy at an accelerating

rate. me rise for paid l~ve starts latest and is sharpest. ~us women who are still

working become increastigly Wely to leave work for d three statuses as their

pregnancy progresses, with sharp increases in the probability of leavtig work h the last

few weeks of pregnmcy.

-
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Figure Z—HaZaFd for Lea~ng Work During Pregnang, by Type of
Leave

Fi@e3plota thehazard forre~to workafter fildbirth. Thehmardforre~

to a mw job (after quitting the_pre~q job, or after not havtig worked durkg

pre~mq) is the low~t of tie wee h~rds. It has a loml maximum betwwn about

week 6 md week 10, after whi& it re~s to a Iowa level.

The h=arda for wpaid leave md paid leave show comiderably more variation

Figure 3 plots we first..si.x menu. after dehvery; Figure G.1 h Appadix G plots the

h=srd through 24 monfis). The:&ard for retin from repaid leave is low through

about week 6 after whi& it stays high. We ordy plot the h~ard through the 95th

perwntile of the survivor tidon. Towards the end of the plot, &ere is some evidence

of a dedie ti the hward.
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F1~re 3—Hazard for Returning to Work after Childbirth,
by Type of Leave (first six months, 26 weeks)

The hazard for return to work from paid leave is very high in the first wek ~s

is an artifact of our coding of women who report continuous employment (consistent

with the interviewer instructions,) as having had some paid leave of up to seven days.

The hazard then efibits twin modes at seven and 10 weeks (where there are less

diatict peaks in the unpaid hazard as well). mere is some evidence of another peak

about 15 weeks. Again we plot the hazard through the 95th percentile of the smivor

fiction (about 49 weeks). There is evidence of osci~ations in the hazard at the tails.

These oscillation were also found in an ear~er version of the paper which

approfi~~d fie log hszard wifi Mgh order polvomiak (see Merman, 1991). We

explain these o~latiom as fo~ows There is simply not a lot of data (returns to work)

at these durations. ~us, even in the fletible sphe context, the optitizer tries to

fiProve fie fit to me (~lY) rapidly ~sn@g hazard at earlier durations, at the cost of

inducing oscfihtions where there is Ettle data (at longer durations).

h summary, women have a very high probability of returning to work in the first

week after Mdbirth (especially for women who are on paid leave). For those women

who do not rem within the first week tie probability of returning in each week

conditional on not having returned tiough that week remains low unti about six
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weeks when it jumps up staying high urrti nearly au women have returned. There is

some evidenm of sharp inmeases in the probability of returning to work among those

women not yet working at weeks six and tie. The evidence is more pronounmd in the

hmard for paid leave than in the h=ard for unpaid leave

IV.C ~mulations: Type of Leave

These parameter estimates and hazard shapes are not partidarly informative for

our objwts of interest, the type of leave (none, unpaid, paid) and the timing of hving

and returning to work among remnt’births. To compute these parameters of interest we

simdate our model using the CPS s~ple of remnt births. Table 3 showed that the ~S

sample had more rwent births, was older (27.6 years old in the ~S VS,2N ti the ~$

~ , had more Mdren (65.37. swond or later vs. 35.7%; 3&3% third or later vs. 18.S%),

had more edumtion (16.2% high s&ool dropouts vs. 2480/4 ~6Y0 at least some m~ege

VS. m.7; 20.47. co~ege graduates VS: 10.8Yo) and was less likely to have never been

married (13.8Y0 vs. 21.70).

Table 4

Comparing Simulations Based on NLS-Y sample
with Simulations based on ~S sample

(which is representative of all reeent mothers)

WY c=
~i kft during
pre~cy

Never worked 3Th 330A
1-H 10% Th
I&z 10% 870
27& 31% WY.
At d&ve~ 1270 .2270

Backby 6 week
Wt 4% 670
Unpaid 377. 39%
Pwm” 49% 5870

.,
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Note WY data is unweighed

Consistent with these differences in covariatea, Table 4 shows that it is important

to not interpret estimates based on cohort samples such as the MY (or the NLSYW)

as population esfitea, as has been done by some previous studies (at l-t in as much

as they plot and interpret the empirical hazards; e.g. Mott and Shapiro, 1978; Shapiro

and Mott, 1979; Wenk and Garrett, 1980; Desai and Waite, 1992). The ~$Y simdations

over-predict the share of women who never work and under predict the hare of women

who quit their jobs. Furthermore within a leave type, those simulations under-predict

the share of women who wi~ return to work within tix weeka. The difference is

particularly large for the paid leave group.

We turn now to the main task of the paper charactertiing leave for maternity,

using the simuktiona based on the Cm sample. Table 5 presenta a broad picture of the

patterns. The columns divide women by their immediate post-delivery status, never

worked during pregnan~, quit pregnancy job (i.e. no job), unpaid leave, and paid

l~ve. The rows divide women by the length of their leave Women on short-leave

retimed within a week. Women on long leave return sometime between the second

week and the end of the second year. Finally, some women do not return by the chil{s

second birthday. The upper panel of the table pr~enta estimates for the entire

popdation (the ceHs in the entire panel sum to 100 percent). The lower panel tabdatea

leave length within leave type (the ce~s in a given column sum to 100 percent).

Table 5

General Charactetiation of Leave

Type of Leave Never Quit Unpaid Paid Total.
Short Leave o% o% o% 8% 8%
Long Leave 17% 27% 14% 11% 69%
No Return 16% 7% o% o% 23%
Tota[ 33% 34% 14% 19% 1 00%

w/in Type
Short Leave o% o% 2% 41%
Long Leave 51% 80% 96% 59%
No Return 49% 19% o% o%
Total 1 00% .100% 1 00% 1 00%
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Overfl about a third of W women do not work at all during pregnancy; a tird

quit their jobs dtig pregnancy; and a third retain some ~ection with their

employer ~ough tildbfi. Of those new mothers who retain some connection to

their employer, a quarter have short leaves (8 percent of all women), a third take long

(over a week) paid leave (11 percent of all women), and the remting approximately

two-fiths take long unpaid lwvw.(14 percent of au women). Table G.1 @n Appendix G)

shows tit most of tiese “short-leaves” are tie r~ult of our coding of “continuous

work.

IV.D Simu[ationa: ~ming

We now turn to the timing of last work dting pregnancy and first work after

Mdbirfi Figure 4 plots labor mket status during pregnancy. The lowest band are

the tird of women who never worked during pregnancy. The second band are the

WO- who quit their pregnancy iobs. The third band are the women who take unpaid

leave. Finally, the fourth band are the women who tie paid leave. me arm above the

fourth bmd represent women who are still “at wor~ as of this point in the pre~cy.

Ntiough the hazard for quitig the pregnancy job appeared to be low in Figure 2

(especially in tie first two-trimeste~s), the number of women who quit their jobs (which

W eventually rmch a third) rises nearly linearly rmti the kt Sk weeks of pregnmcy

when the number of women who have quit their jobs accelerates above the linear trend.

Note that a third of au mothers are~till working three days before the birth of a child.

Neitier unpaid leave nor @d leave become appreciable until the eight weeks

prior to delive~. Through @ut got including) defivery, paid leave is more common

than unpaid leave. Note that none of these curves include the discontinuous jump in

quits and leaves at delive~ (with@ three days). Table G.2 presents numerical estimates

of kbor mket status focsdected weeks of pregnmcy.
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Figure &Probability of Not Working by Weeks of Pregnancy,
stratified by Labor Market Status. Complement is women still
working. Pregnancy assumed to last 39 weeks. NeverNever worked
during pregnancy, Quit-Quit pregnancy job, Unpaid-On unpaid leave,
Paid-On paid leave.

Fi~e 5 plots tie distribution of womm working in the first six monfi after birti

by tieir stitus at birtk. Table 6 presents tie same information h bbtiar form @lgure

G.3 presents the equivalent plot for the M two years after Wdbirti). The lowest band

is women who were on ‘paid leave. It shows a sharp jump h the first week

correapondtig to the short-leaves and another dear jump be~een week 6 and week 10.

Tke number of women re-g from repaid leave rises smootiy from 2 to 6 weeks,

with an acceleration from 6 to 10 weeks after whifi the return is nearly complete.
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Figure %Probability of Not Working by Weeks Mter ~lldblrth,
stratified by Labor Market Status (detail of fllrst five months after
childbirth). Complement is”women who have returned ~wOrk Quit-
Quit pregnanq job, Unpaid-On unpaid leave, Paid-On paid leave.

Women return after having quit a job (or not having had one during pregnmq)

tioughout the first 24 months. ti~ r~dt differs from that of ~erm and tibowiti

(1994) using = “data. ~ey find me toti number of women at work barely rises after

about sti months. Pwt of the dif~mence is d~tiond. ~we ~-Y esbt~ are

based on time of first return as a “h&on of ..the age of the reference Md. While

subsequent births are not rmco~pg (about a third of tie ~-Y births, ~w~gh~d,

are fo~owed by another bwth witi tienty-four months), the bias due to ustig age

tith resp~ to the reference tild rather than age of the youngest ~ld works in the

wrong dirwtion.13 However, the b~~ due to first return vs. -ently working e~lti

13&s_g bat women tith more b- are less Wdy to work (as is suPPOtied by
tie restits reported here), Men subsquent births selest out the non-workers, sauskg the
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some of tie dfiferenc~ First rem is m absorbing state, so tie ewes must be

monotonically non-dwreasing. Leavkg work after, retiming k not uncommon. ~s

wodd cause tie ~S-Y readts to be more positively sloped.

CPS work estimatss to be tigher tim tie ~S-Y work estimates. Stiw tie nmber of
Mrths timeases ns the dnrntion sinw tke refermw bti inmeaaes, tis wordd tiduw more
positive slope in the CPS dab (the opposite of tie tierenw we are tig to =PI*).
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Table 6

Leave Statis in Selected Weeks after ~Idbirtb

Weeks Quit Unpaid Paid Total
1 67% 14% 12%
2
3
4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18
20
26
39
52
65
78
91

104

66% 13% 11%
7 66% 12% 1 o%
- 65% 11% 1 o%

63% 9% 8%
60% 5% 4%
56% 4% 2%
55% 3% 2%
53% 2% 1%
52% 1% 1%
51% 1% 1%

– 49% 1% 1%
46% o% 1%
39% o% o%

: 35% 0% o%
30% o% o%
27% o% o%
25% o% o%
23% o% o%

93%
90%
6a%
a6%
ao%
69%
64%
60%
56%
54%
53%
51%
47%
39%
35%
30%
27%
25%
23%

NO~: Table c~ are pementage of woma h earh leave stiti k earh monti.
Complemerrt@.&lw%~oti) k women who ~ wortig.

&other differmm be~een the-tio stidies is that the ~ restits h Kerman and

Leibowiti (1994) are based on the age-of the yowgest Wd. me resdts reported here

are baaed on a sa~le of aR births. Some of tiese women may have had a subsequat

birth by the end of MO yeara. ~, however, appears to be rare. Rehtively few WOH

in the NLS-Y s~ple have a swond birth titi 24 months.

IV.E Chara&eriatics of Leavea

We m &o me the modd eatimatm to d-be the &aracteristic of leaves of

Merat typ~. Fi~e 6 plots, by ~ir evential leave stati, the permntage of ~

women in that s~ti who have left work by a @ven point in pregnanq, overd and for

the who qtit thtir jobs, took ~psid leave, or bok paid leave The differ- between

the plot at 38 weeks =d 100 percent tie hose who work mti fildbirth and * begin

the corresponding stati.
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Figure +Percentageof Each Gtegoryof Leavers~o Have Left by
Each Week of Pregnancy (excluding women who never worked during
childbirth).
Difference between curves at 39 weeks and 100 percent is quits/unpaid
leaves/paid leaves at birth.

Quitters leave eartieat. Therates ofleave forunpaid leave andpaid leave are

relatively sidar. Unpaid leaves areshghdy morel*ely to be@ before 31we&, whm

they are overtaken by paid leaves. However, wpaid leaves are more likely to start at

Mdbti (within three days).

Figure 7 plots the percentage of women who have returned to work within a leave

type (exdudtig the short leaves; Table G.3 presents the same information h tabular

form with and without the short leaves). It shows that rates of return from repaid md

paid leave are quite similar. Return from paid leave is slightly less common through

about 7 weeks and again after 15 weeka. Through about 7 weeks, the fraction of those
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taking paid leave who had re~d is slighfly s~er & the andogom fration of

those on unpaid leave. me same k true after 15 weeks.

0.1

0

0 4 .8 12 18 20 24

Weeks of Afier Childbitih

Quit ‘--—- Unpaid -------- Paid

Fi~e 7—Percentage of Women Who Have Retimed to Work at Each
Week after ~dbirth, by Ultimate Leave States (excluding short
leaves)

A different way of mmp&g leave patterns, is to consider the distribution of

leave patterns by the week in wfi~ the l~ve began/ended. Figure 8 perfom those

mmpariaons for the be-g of leave during pregnanq (see Table G.4 for a tabtiar

presentation). Through the be-g of the third trimester, tiost d women who

leave work qtit their jobs. From week 26 through week 38, qtitters SM from over 78

percent of those leaving work to ~.percent. By week 30 new Imves are more WeIy to be

paid ti repaid. &of three days before dehvery, nearly ha~ of ti lwvhg work are

going to paid leave
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Figure ~Distribution of Leave Type, by Week Leave Began in
Pregnancy

Figure 9 contains the equivalent restits for return to work after tidbirth (see

Table G.4 for a tabtim presentation). Again, tke resdts h the first week are dobted

by the short paid leaves. Thereafter through about 10 weeks women returning to work

are approx’ ately equally divided between paid leave, unpaid leave, and women who

q~t their job (where this group excludes women with no work during pregnanq).

Women returning after 10 weeks are very tiikely to be returning from paid lmve (lmve

whi~ began as paid; unpaid leaves -ediately following paid leav~ are coded as

etiensions of the paid leave). Women returning after 16 weeks are very ufikely to be

re~g from unpaid leave.
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IV.F Leave-Return Correlation

k the titroduction to the papgr, we noted that a comistent resdt h the hteratie

is that work dmhg pre~ancy is strongly correlated with retire to work after

tildbirth. Table 7 tabtiatea rem to work by when women left work dmtig

pregnanq. & expwted, wom who never work dwing pre~mq, retuW to work the

most slowly. Women who work .mtil delivery retire to work most qtitiy after

ddivery. Women who leave work,~mtig pregrmq fall between fie MO ex~em=.

Note fiat leavtig work dutig the first two trimesters of pre~an~ is relatively rare (15

percmt of all women; see Table ~.
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Table 7

Percentage of Women who Have Retimed to Work,
by When Left work in Pregnaney

Never wl- W14 W27- To
Weeks Overall Worked W13 W26 W38 Delive~

1 8% o% 1% 1% 13% 18%
2
3
4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18
20
26
39
52
65
78
91

104

Quit
Unpaid

Paid

1070
12%
14y0
2170
31V0
37%
41%
44%
46%
48%
4970
53%
60%
65%
6970
7270
75%
7~%

67%
14%
19%

In
Stite 100%

o%
1%
2%
3%
5%
7%

10%
11%
13y0
14%
15%
19%
27%
33%
39%
44%
48%
51%

100%
o%
o%

33%

2%
3%
4%
8%

13%
17%
21%
24%
26%
29%
30%
36%
47%
54%
61%
66%
70%’
73%

96%
2%
2%

7y0

2%
4%
6%

10%
16~0
2270
26%
29%
32%
34%
36%
41%
52%
59%
66%
70%
74%
77%

90%
6%
3%

8%

15%
18%
21%
32%
48%
58%
62%
66%
69%
70~0
72%
75%
81%
85%
88%
90%
91%
93%

39%
24%
38%

30%-.

21%
25%
29%
40%
56%
65%
70%
74%
76%
78%
79%
83%
88%
91%
93%
95%
96%
97%

38%
28V0
34%

.2270

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has specified and estimated a model of leave for maternity appropriate

for and estimated on the National Longitudinal Survey-Youth data. U* other

datsaek, the NL$Y dates most events to tie day. It can, therefore, be used to ~

-g of return to work to the week (or day). Since most return to work which til

ocmr over tke first two years of the newborn’s life occws in the first two months after

tidbirth, understanding timing witkin this period irrunediately after Mdbirth k of

crmaiderable impo~ce
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To model leave and return to work, the paper specified a model of the tig of

leaving work during pre~anq wd. returning to work after Wdbirth which was

&aggregated inp q~~g work, @g unpaid leave, and tiking paid leave. The

bashe tiarda were specified as e~onentiated cubic sphes. me different d=lons

were &d by a random effect. The restiting parameter estimates strongly support the

use of a flexible b-e &ard (as provided by the cubic spfines) and corrdation across

the decisions within a given birth an~across births to a given mofieras provided ‘by the

random effects). Furthermore; with mdtiple decisions @mmda and probits), the data

dearly identify a (complicated) base~e huard, in a model wti& allows for unob~ed

heterogeneity.

The model was specifica~y constructed to include a class of “can’t te~ women.

Due to the nature of the ~-Y qu~tiormaire, for some women it is not possible to ten if

they took an extended (i.e.. several weeks) paid leave or worked through tidbirth

(taking leave of under a week). This -iguity has been a significmt stumbfig block

for rfiearchers wishing to investigate the rdation between ear~er maternal presence- (i.e.—.
not at work) and subsequent child devdopment. The estimates presented here exploit

dl of the information on work in thSWY data. Appendix E of tie paper shows how

to use the parameter estimates to impute the probabifi~ that a given “can’t tel~ woman

actutiy fo~owed a @ven labor market behavior.

ti a substantive level, the papefs estites refine our understanding of the

speed of ~etum to work fo~owing” childbti. The data used here cover behavior

through 1990. ~ is before the p&age of the Federal Fady tiave Act in Jrmuq

1993 and “before. the implementatio~of most state maternity leave legislation. h the

absence of sn& government restrictions, leave for maternity was qtite common. About

hti of d women who worked at any time dtig childbirth and almost ~ women who

were SW working within three days of defivery retained their connection with their

pregnmcy employer, taking unpaid leave or paid leave rather - quitting their pre

Mdbirth job.

However, the lmves were qti& short. Proponents of matemity leave legislation

~d the Federal Fatiy ~_ve Act ha_vs argued for the importance of mStemal pr-ence

in the period -ediately after the birth of a tild for the M&s emotional ad

tite~ectil development. During tit debate, developmental psychologists argued for

leaves of two to six mrm~ (see thE papers in Zigler and Mefl, 19W; for exmple
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Br=elton, 1988, argues for leaves of E weeks). me resdts prewnted here suggest that

k the absence of matetity leave le@lation the vast majority of women, even among

those who had worked d~g pre~ancy (md wotid return to work before the fid’s

second bfiday) take some leave after dehvery. However, among women who wotid

return to work before the tild was two years old, the modal leave was ody about six

weeks and few women took as mu~ as 12 weeks of leave me Federal Fafily Leave

Act, (wM& went kto effect Au~} 1, 1993), was htended to make longer leav= (up to

twelve weeks) more common. Future r&esrch shotid evaluate the future trends in

leave for maternity and the effects of that le~slation.


